Breast cancer hypothesis: a single cause for the majority of cases
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Abstract

Study objective—The main cause of breast cancer remains unknown. Numerous causal factors or predisposing conditions have been proposed, but account for only a small percentage of the total disease. The current search for multiple causes is unavailing. This report explores whether any single aetiological agent may be responsible for the majority of cases, and attempts to define its properties.

Methods—Examination of all relevant epidemiological and biological evidence.

Main results—Genetic inheritance is not the main cause of breast cancer because most cases are sporadic, there is a low prevalence of family history, and genetically similar women have differing rates after migration. Environmental exposure, such as pollution by industrialisation, is not a major cause, as deduced from a spectrum of epidemiological data. The possibility of infection as cause is not persuasive as there is no direct biological evidence and no epidemiological support. Oestrogen status is closely related to breast cancer risk, but there are numerous inconsistencies and paradoxes. It is suggested that oestrogens are not the proximate agent but are promoters acting in concert with the causal agent. Dietary factors, and especially fat, are associated with the aetiology of breast cancer as shown by intervention and ecological correlation studies, but the evidence from case-control and cohort studies is inconsistent and contradictory.

Conclusions—The hypothesis that best fits the epidemiological data is that dietary fat is not itself the causal agent, but produces depletion of an essential factor that is normally protective against the development of breast cancer. Many of the observed inconsistencies in the epidemiology are explainable if deficiency of this agent is permissive for breast cancer to develop. Some properties of the putative agent are outlined, and research investigations proposed.

(J Epidemiol Community Health 2000;54:851–858)

The main cause of breast cancer remains unexplained by the known epidemiology. Most women who develop breast cancer are ostensibly at low risk. Various factors or predisposing conditions have been identified—the American Public Health Association list obesity, age over 30 years at first child, nulliparity and radiation—but they account for only 26% of the incidence at most and even these are characteristics of secondary risk factors merely associated with factors that determine risk. An alternative hypothesis to multifactorial aetiology is that a single main entity is responsible for the majority of cases (of similar pathology), as with many other cancers.

This report examines the epidemiological evidence and, where appropriate, relevant biological data relating to breast cancer including genetic, external environmental and internal environmental factors. The hypothesis that best fits the data is that there is a single causal agent for the majority of cases, and that it is a deficiency of this agent that is responsible. An attempt is made to deduce what such an aetiological agent may be, how it interacts with other factors, and to define its properties.

Methods

A systematic search was made through Medline and BIDS (Bath Information and Data Service) for all epidemiological studies related to breast cancer and causation, particularly to the incidence of breast cancer susceptibility genes, to familial history, to breast cancer and diet, to breast cancer and infection, to oestrogen status, and to mammary tumours in animals. National and International Cancer Registration Statistics were searched. Further data and relevant biological evidence were supplemented from textbooks, other searches and references in publications.

Results

GENETICS

Genetic inheritance is an infrequent but not the main cause of breast cancer. The consensus is that breast cancer susceptibility or cancer predisposition genes are associated with only 4%–8% of breast cancer cases. It is apparent therefore that 92%–96% of cases are sporadic.

The risk of developing disease for carriers of germline mutations has been estimated at 54% by age 60 years or 92% lifetime risk. Thus 46% of carriers do not develop the disease by 60 years and 8% never develop the disease. That leaves unanswered the question of what agent is responsible for progression from genetic predisposition to cancer state in women who develop the disease, and why other carriers do not progress, but it is apparent that genetic predisposition cannot be the sole agent. Therefore even for carriers of strong cancer susceptibility genes an environmental trigger is necessary for the disease to become manifest.

Secondly, there is a low incidence of family history in breast cancer patients; typically, 11% of breast cancer patients have a first degree
relative, compared with 5% of controls; less than 1% of patients have both a mother and sister with the disease.9,10

Thirdly, ethnic groups who share the same close gene pool have dissimilar rates after migration to different locations. Breast cancer rates among the Chinese, 93% of whom are of the Han race,11 vary twofold and threefold on migration, as do those of the genetically close Japanese12 (see table 1). Thus environmental conditions powerfully modify breast cancer rates.

ENVIRONMENTAL EXPOSURE

Environmental exposure, such as pollution by industrialisation, is not the main cause of breast cancer.

Location and ethnicity

Singapore is a city state in which a number of ethnic groups have resided for some generations; it is a small island without diverse environments. Relative risk (95% CI) of breast cancer, age adjusted, by Singapore born ethnic groups for 1968–82 was: Chinese 1.00 (reference group), Malays 0.78 (0.66, 0.93) Indians 1.26 (0.93, 1.70).11

Such dissimilar rates between ethnic groups living under the same environmental conditions are unlikely to be attributable to the external environment. A more plausible explanation is that different ethnic groups on migrating overseas carried with them their cultural and dietary habits.

Rural versus urban

Cancer rates in England and Wales reveal rural areas with higher rates than metropolitan/urban, and vice versa.14 For women under 45 years, the incidence rates were similar in metropolitan, urban and rural areas but for over 45 years there was “a slight gradient of higher risks in rural than urban and metropolitan areas”.15

It thus seems that breast cancer distribution in English or Welsh15 counties is not associated with industrialisation but is simply random with respect to urbanisation.

Social class

(1) England and Wales

The OPCS reported16 breast cancer proportional registration ratios (PPRs) for 1984 in women for each social class: Class I = 121; Class II = 109; Class III = 109; Class IIIM = 85; Class IV = 80; Class V = 78.

Industrialisation throughout Britain in this time period, or regional variations in industrialisation, could not account for these social class differences.

(2) Japan

Standard mortality ratios in Japan, from a prospective study involving 142 857 women, were17 high strata (professional, managers) 23.6; middle strata (clerks, sales, service, factory workers) 13.7; low strata (agriculture, fishery, miners) 8.9.

Such differences in SMRs are unlikely to be attributable to industrialisation—which, if responsible for differences in breast cancer risk, are more likely to affect workers in the specific manufacture or industry rather than professional classes and managers.

Thus the social class differences reported from Britain and Japan strongly suggest that industrialisation is unlikely to be responsible for breast cancer.

Industrialisation in different countries

There are (see table 2) higher rates in many agricultural/non-industrialised countries as compared with heavily industrialised areas, as well as vice versa.18 Conversely, in a study of 65 counties in China,19 all of which were rural and relatively homogeneous with respect to industrialisation, breast cancer mortality rates varied fivefold (from 6.6 to 34.7 per 100 000).

Therefore the level of general industrialisation in a country or area is unrelated to the incidence of breast cancer.

INFECTION AND BREAST CANCER

Indirect data concerning retroviruses

Antibodies to murine mammary tumour virus (MuMTV)—a retrovirus causally associated with the development of mammary tumors in mice15—and antigens immunologically related to it, and MuMTV-like particles, have been identified in human breast cancer cells.19–24 A retrovirus-like agent has been detected in monocytes of breast cancer patients25 as have RNA and DNA sequences identical to MuMTV.26–28 However, against this, MuMTV-like antigens were also found in healthy controls29 and MuMTV-like antigens detected in lactating women without breast cancer.30

The indirect evidence may be attributable to the presence of endogenous retroviral sequences identical to sequences in MuMTV30–33 or other factors.28,34

Other agents—such as cytomegalovirus—have been proposed, with speculation that late exposure to a common virus increases risk,35 but there is no experimental evidence and an absence of epidemiological support.

Absence of direct evidence

There is no direct evidence—such as isolation of the retrovirus from cancerous tissue or ductal aspirates, or passage to breast cells. It is
possible that the normal human breast contains retroviral sequences, identical to those in MuMTV, thus accounting for the presence of both antigens and antibodies.

Epidemiology of an infecting agent
The geographical and ethnic epidemiology is consistent with an infective theory. An infecting agent is likely to be transmitted by breast feeding, but (a) relative risk for mother-daughter incidence compared with controls in the large CASH Study was only 2.1 (95% CI 1.7, 2.6); (b) breast fed infants as compared with bottle fed were shown to have a decreased risk in some studies, 37 38 while others showed no association; 39 and (c) no increased risk was found in daughters breast fed by mothers who later developed breast cancer. 39 None of these findings are consistent with vertical transmission. There is no evidence either of horizontal transmission—that is, by direct person to person contact.

Thus the possibility of an infection being the causal agent of human breast cancer is not persuasive although an infective cause cannot be disregarded.

THE INTERNAL ENVIRONMENT
Oestrogens
Cumulative exposure to oestrogens is associated with most known risk factors, 1 40–42 but the theory that oestrogens are a necessary part of risk has numerous inconsistencies and paradoxes:

- pregnant women: there are no reliable statistical data regarding the incidence of breast cancer during pregnancy, but all reports indicate that it is either rare or no more frequent than in non-pregnant women 43 44 despite the surge of oestrogens during pregnancy 38 45
- postmenopausal women normally have oestradiol levels at approximately one third that of the lowest premenopausal level, 46 yet the majority of breast cancers occur paradoxically in postmenopausal women;
- postmenopausal women taking HRT have raised oestrogen levels. Some studies reported raised breast cancer rates, 47–49 others observed no increase in risk; 50–53 and one reported a decreased risk compared with controls. 54 A re-analysis in 1997 of the worldwide data, based on 51 studies and 53 865 postmenopausal women, 55 showed an increased risk comparable to delaying the menopause; the risk increased with increased duration of use. A comprehensive review noted that since 1941 there have been 71 epidemiological studies of the oestrogen-breast cancer link, of which 27 showed a slight increase in risk, 32 showed no difference, and 10 a slight decrease, and concluded that the excess risk is exceedingly small or non-existent. 56
- long term administration of oestrogens to premenopausal women, as with oral contraceptives, has not caused a large increase in incidence—one early study found a trend to decreased risk, 57 while most studies agree there is no excess risk 58–60 or at most a small one in recently exposed women only 61 or associated with long term use 62 or in other subgroups related to age or timing of use. 63–66

- although higher serum concentrations of oestradiol—a meta-analysis calculated 15% higher—have been reported in breast cancer cases as compared with controls, 67 other studies found no differences. 68 70
- men develop breast cancer—the majority are normal men, 71 with normal high level of androgens, proven male fertility, 72 73 and normal oestradiol levels. 71
- breast cancer is rarely reported in men having oestrogen treatment for prostatic cancer. 74 75

Accordingly, it seems that oestrogens are not the proximate cause of breast cancer; but are permissive, acting as promoters in concert with a causative agent.

DIET
Animal experiments
Animal experiments have repeatedly shown that mice or rats consuming a high fat diet have a higher mammary tumour incidence than those on a basic or restricted fat diet. 76–80 The higher incidence is age dependent, the high fat diet causes a significant shortening of time to tumour appearance 81 and the longer the duration the greater the development of mammary tumours. 82–84 Energy intake affects tumour incidence but is a separate and not a confounding factor. 85–87

Ecological correlation studies
Many studies reported highly significant correlations between consumption of fats and mortality from breast cancer, 86–98 including reports from the UK, 86–88 the USA, 89 90 China, 91 and Japan. 92 The correlation is maximal for diet mortality intervals of 10 years 93 or 12 years. 94 There were highly negative associations for cereal consumption. 89 90

Other national and cross national ecological correlation studies have confirmed the positive associations of breast cancer mortality and/or incidence with fat intake, and usually negative correlations with cereals and pulses. 95–96 Reviews of the data have come to the same conclusion. 97–101

Ecological correlation studies in cancer have been justifiably criticised 102 on various grounds, but for breast cancer they show strength, direction, consistency and predictability.

Intervention studies
(i) The Women's Health Trial in the USA
To investigate the effects of a low fat diet on breast cancer, women at increased risk were randomised into a dietary intervention group—a reduction of total daily fat intake by 60%—or control. 103 Results from the Seattle participants 3.5 years after randomisation showed a 15% reduction in breast cancer incidence.

(ii) Fat and DNA damage
Twenty one women with at least one first degree relative diagnosed with breast cancer were randomised to a non-intervention group who had their usual diets or to a group taking a low fat diet developed by the American Health
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Reports were inconsistent,115 war were compared105 and fitted to an age before, during or just after the second world women who were pubescent or post-pubescent shown by DNA damage to leucocytes. significantly decreased systematic oxidative stress as with breast cancer incidence.

at most a weak and inconsistent association manifest, but can act within a short time span.


Case-control and cohort studies

(i) Weight and obesity

For premenopausal women studies of risk and weight are inconsistent, while for postmenopausal women there is fairly consistent evidence of weight being associated with an increased risk of breast cancer,55 108–109 particularly weight gain in adulthood108 and central obesity.70 110–113 There is a strong trend of increasing risk with increasing adiposity, recent adiposity influencing breast cancer risk more than early adiposity.114 This reinforces the point that changes in diet do not need decades for the effect to become manifest, but can act within a short time span.
FATS AND OESTROGENS ARE NOT SUFFICIENT
If fat—whether dietary fat, or obesity, or increased hip-waist ratio—is the sole dietary cause of breast cancer, it is difficult to explain the discrepancies between the ecological correlation plus intervention studies as contrasted with studies in individuals. Small increases in relative risk, even if statistically significant, could also not account for the large differences in breast cancer incidence in different locations or between different ethnic groups.

Thus the epidemiology indicates that fat is often associated with risk, but as it is neither necessary in all cases, nor sufficient on its own, it is probably a vehicle for another factor, which may or may not be present.

Oestrogens are also involved, but the numerous contradictions and paradoxes show that they are neither necessary (witness men with breast cancer) nor sufficient in themselves (for example, ethnic risk differences in women with normal levels) and thus are probably simply “permissive”, acting, when present, as promoters.

The effect of fat and oestrogens in conjunction is the simplest and most parsimonious model for breast cancer causation, which model would be viable if fats contained a stimulating agent carcinogenic for breast tissue. However, fat and oestrogens together are not sufficient; if they were:

- no “thin” women with low dietary fat intake and normal oestrogen levels would develop breast cancer.
- a dose response relation should be present—increasing dietary fat in women with normal oestrogen levels should be paralleled by an increasing incidence of breast cancer.
- similar levels of fat intake between populations would result in similar rates of breast cancer—but there is evidence directly contradicting this.
- fat men with increased oestrogen or low androgen levels should develop breast cancer; but thin men with normal male hormonal balance would not.

Therefore some factor additional to the fat/oestrogen interaction is involved in the initiation or promotion of breast cancer.

DEPLETION OF PROTECTIVE AGENT
The hypothesis that best fits the epidemiological data is that dietary fat is associated with breast cancer risk but is itself not the causal agent; instead high fat intake produces depletion of an essential factor, this factor or agent normally being protective against the development of breast cancer. Deficiency of this agent, perhaps after some latent interval, and probably with a threshold level, permits breast cancer to develop. Increased fat intake, as in a Western diet, causes systemic depletion or depletion in breast tissue of this factor. Increased intake of the agent, or foodstuffs containing it, prevents depletion.

This hypothesis explains a number of inconsistencies in the descriptive epidemiology, as follows:

(i) Deficiency gradient
Women with genetic predisposition need only minor degrees of the deficiency; women with sporadic cancer require a moderate deficiency; women with bilateral cancer will have severe deficiency; and men with breast cancer will have extreme depletion. Oestrogens are promoters making it easier for a carcinoma to develop, or to progress, but they are not necessary if the depletion is sufficiently severe.

(ii) Age gradient
An age related decrease of the protective agent would result in (a) the observed increased incidence of breast cancer with increasing age, and (b) the relation between weight and breast cancer incidence—the absence of excess risk in women under 50 years being attributable to high levels of the agent despite excess fat consumption, whereas natural decline after 50 years combined with depletion caused by high fat intake increases breast cancer incidence.

(iii) Geographical variations
High concentrations in the soil or plants, and consequently in the foodstuffs, in some countries accounts for areas where breast cancer incidence is traditionally low; conversely, low concentrations of the agent combined with a fatty diet accounts for traditionally high areas. High concentrations of this agent in Japanese foodstuffs, and low concentrations in Western foodstuffs, explain why overweight Japanese women have a lower incidence than Dutch women who are actually lighter.

(iv) Ethnic and social class variations
The spread of a Western fatty diet has caused depletion of the agent in various populations, accounting for example for rate differences in Asian migrants to the USA, and low rates in Chinese and Japanese (low fat diet, natural high levels of the agent in foodstuffs).

Previous social class differences in the United Kingdom occurred because foods that cause depletion (meat, milk) were consumed to a greater extent by the higher social groups. This dietary habit has now been reversed, explaining the change in observed incidence between the social classes.

(v) Oestrogen interaction
Oestrogens are tumour promoters, stimulating oestrogen dependent breast tissue when levels of the agent fall below a specific threshold. In areas or populations where tissue levels of the agent are low, hormonally mediated events that cause high oestrogen concentrations will be associated with increased risk, but where women are protected by high levels of the agent no excess risk will be found despite oestrogenic stimulation.

PROPERTIES OF THE AGENT
The agent is a micro-nutrient or trace element present in soils, found in varying amounts in different localities, taken up by plants, grains, fruits, to enter the food chain, present at high levels in, and readily available from, cereals and pulses, but present at only low levels in, or not available from, fat, red meat, or dairy products.
FUTURE RESEARCH
If the hypothesis is correct, then animals given high doses of the agent will have lower rates of induced mammary tumours than control groups not given the agent, or groups with agent depletion; and in humans, concentrations of the agent will vary according to the genetic and gender deficiency gradient, age gradient, and geographical, ethnic and social class differences described above.

Research into the properties and concentrations of a spectrum of micro-nutrients, trace elements, antibodies to infective agents, and vitamins, should help reveal any patterns in the above criteria. If such an agent is detected, then intervention studies with supplementation should lead to a decline in the incidence of breast cancer.
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